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NEXT WALK
Sunday 1st May 2016 – Sidlaw Hills
Distance 22km Ascent 701 metres OS map 54
The Sidlaw Hills are a range of hills which cover a large area between Dundee, Couper Angus and
Glamis. On this trip we start from the hamlet of Charleston, heading west through a forest before we
reach our first objective of the day, Denoon Hill. From here we head south to Auchterhouse Hill to
see the remains of an ancient fort. The next hill on the tour is Balluderon Hill, and then on to the
“masted” Craigowl Hill, where we should have excellent views of Dundee. We then move on to Ark
Hill, Carlunie Hill and then the final top of the day, Berry Hillock. From here we drop down to join a
short section of quiet road back to the start.
Meet at St Peter’s Heritage Centre at 8.00am. Return 6pm
Transport by car (drivers required) – contribution to drivers please. Contact Graham or Liz Neish on
01975 962052, 07905843704
Closing date Wednesday 28th April 2016
Walkers must wear walking boots, carry WARM and waterproof clothing, hat and gloves and take plenty of food and liquids. THESE ARE
ESSENTIAL. Be prepared for possible wintry conditions on the top, whatever the forecast.
Culter hillwalking club has no members who are qualified leaders or instructors. Therefore anyone volunteering to assist the club on a walk
cannot be held responsible for other members' welfare. Members must be aware they are solely responsible for themselves at all times.
Hillwalking and mountaineering are activities with a danger of personal injury and death. Those participating in these activities should be aware
of the risks and accept the responsibility for their own actions and involvement. No responsibility can be accepted by Culter Hillwalking club
committee, members, guests or co-ordinators of walks for any mishap, which may occur, during a walk.

www.culterhillwalking.org.uk

